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‘I’ve just come back from the supermarket. The cupboard’s so
full of chocolate biscuits that I can’t close the door…...I’ll start
the detox on Monday. The trouble is there are 52 Mondays in a
year. I say that every week!”
- Peter Kay, Comedian.
Learn how our unique proprietary models and methods
can help you and your people build better habits for wellbeing and performance.
We might know what we want to do or achieve in our lives and
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our work but accomplishing these things is a different story.
This is because at least 98% of all thoughts and actions are
unconscious mindless habits. This means for every 50 things
our brain is doing, we are only aware of one. Unhelpful habits
are the root cause of ALL challenges in work and life.
Our proprietary research, models and methods make it easier
to understand our natural instincts, and build better habits for
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for health, happiness and fulfilling our potential.
Work through this brochure to find out more about how we can
help you, your people, teams and organisation succeed and
2

thrive.
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About Tougher Minds...
We live in a challenging world.
Businesses are under pressure
to change, innovate and grow. It
can feel more difficult than ever to
succeed and thrive.
Our simple, practical, award-winning and bespoke
programmes help everyone build helpful habits so
businesses achieve:
Greater well-being Enhanced resilience
Reduced stress Improved confidence
Increased creativity and innovation Improved
productivity Transformational Leadership Truly
high-performing teams Successful change
management Happier people
If you would like to find out more about how we can help
you, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk

Unique

Proprietary research,
models and methods,
cutting-edge science,
powerful real-world
solutions

Award
Winning

Featured in
The Sunday Times,
The Sunday
Telegraph, People
Management
and T.E.S.

We help

10,000s
of people to
be their best

Advised
Government and
think-tanks

Working with

Global

businesses

You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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The benefits people report
from Tougher Minds
programmes...
®

“I say less unhelpful things to myself,
which saves me time because I spend
less time dwelling on the negatives.”

“I am more confident,
which helps me to be my
best at home and work.”

“I feel less stressed because I have
simple skills to re-focus my thinking.”
“I eat healthier food that helps
my brain to function properly.
I feel better, and it is easier
to think clearly and cleverly.”

“I use exercise to help me
recharge so that I can be
more efficient and effective.”

“I interact with my partner and children
in a more helpful way, and feel like I
have become a better parent.”
“I have improved my
sleep, and feel better
in the mornings.”

“I do more clever
work, not just
busy work.”

“I have become a better role
model for my direct reports.”

“I use focused breathing
to rechange, and refocus my attention.”

“I deal with stress better and am less
distracted by negative thoughts.”

“I have learned to
perform better when
the pressure is on.”
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“I get distracted
less easily, and
get more work
done as a result.”

“I understand
how to lead
my team more
effectively.”
“Our team is
more effective,
and getting
better results.”

“I collaborate more
with colleagues, and
we are performing
better as a team.”
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To help your people and organisation succeed and thrive we first teach you how
brains work. To learn more start by taking the test…

1

3
Take the Test
To make sense of words it deosn’t mttaer in
what order the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny
ipmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer
are in the rghit pclae.

2
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What just happened?
Science shows that at least 98% of our behaviour is
unconscious or mindless. What you’re doing right now
(i.e. reading) is likely to be a habit.
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THE PROBLEM?
We are designed to survive and save energy. But
the only constant in the modern VUCA world is
change.
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This means many of our instinctive
habits can be unhelpful for 21st
Century happiness and success.
The more we practice these habits,
the more unhelpful they become.
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Disengaged
people &
teams

Presenteeism

High levels
of stress

Mental health
challenges

Unhelpful habits are the root cause of well-being
and performance challenges in life and work.
People
feeling
burned out &
unwell

Reduced
innovation &
creativity

Modern
leadership
challenges

Poor morale
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THE SOLUTION?
1. We help your people understand
their habits… helpful and unhelpful.
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2. Then we teach them how to build
new helpful habits. Decades of research
and applied practice show this improves
well-being, performance, leadership and
organisational success.

TAKE THE TEST.
Answer the questions from
your own point of view, or on
behalf of a person you want
to help.

10
Want to learn about your helpful and
unhelpful habits?

1. I reflect on my diet, exercise and sleep,
and plan to make daily improvements in
these areas.

*A.P.E. stands for Alive, Perceived and Energy and is based on the metaphor of the ‘triune
brain’, which was coined by pioneering American neuroscientist Paul McLean in 1990.
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2. At the end of the day, I always reflect and
highlight what went well, and what I can
improve tomorrow.

4. From time to time, I think about my future, and
set long-term, medium-term and short-term goals
to focus my efforts and achieve major objectives.

3. At the end of every week, I reflect on
what went well, and plan how I can
improve next week.

5. I perform well under pressure.
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6. I recognise when I am stressed and successfully
plan to reduce my stress.

8. I recognise when my emotions are unhelpful
and can successfully keep them under control.

7. I monitor my confidence levels and successfully
build up confidence in areas where it is low.

9. I successfully plan to improve my
productivity levels.
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What Next?
10. I successfully plan to spend less time dwelling
on unhelpful thoughts.

11. I successfully plan to improve my performance
as a leader.

18

1. Circle the area where you think
it will be most helpful to make
a small adjustment or change
today to help you be your best.
2. Write down one small thing
you will do differently to improve
this area:
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Products, Programmes and Services overview.
All can be delivered remotely.
Explore how we can help your people, teams and organisation
to beat the A.P.E. Brain, succeed and thrive.

Habit Building
Workshops

20

“They make it easier for our business to achieve its goals and be successful. The feedback we
receive about Tougher Minds training is fantastic. I can strongly recommend working with Dr
Jon Finn and his team.”
- Senior Learning & Leadership Development Partner, Leading Global Professional Services Firm

One-to-one Habit
Building Coaching for
life and work

Tougher Minds
Keynotes & Webinars

Bespoke Resilience
Programmes for
Successful Change

Transformational
Leadership
Development & People
Manager programmes

Team Power
Programmes - create
high-performing teams

21

Habit building
Workshops

“I took 4 of Tougher Minds sessions
(Resilience & Motivation, Building Better
Habits, Boost Productivity, Reduce Stress)
and 1-on-1 session with Dr. Jon in the
summer of 2019, and everything that I
learned there is so helpful. All in all, Tougher
Minds definitely helps me a lot not only
to think and reflect internally, but also to
act practically in the real life. Actually, my
STRONG negativity bias had almost gone
away, and now I enjoy my life with absolutely
higher productivity and much clearer longterm goals. Now I’m looking forward to
seeing myself in 10 years.”
- Tsuyoshi Sakano, CFA, Janus
Henderson Investors U.S. – Equity
Research Analyst
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Tougher Minds Business Workshops
®

Our engaging, interactive, gamified, high-impact (1-3 hours) workshops are
delivered by an expert Tougher Minds consultant. We teach your people simple and
practical skills that help them and your organisation to succeed and thrive.

The same session can be repeated multiple times during the day to allow more
people to attend. Content is bespoke for your people. See some example workshops
below, and contact us (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) so that we can create the
perfect workshop for your people.

Here are some example workshops:

How to improve Productivity and get more done in less
time: Simple and practical knowledge and skills to help
you be more productive
This session covers the following areas:
1. Show why the A.P.E. Brain® can make productivity challenging.
2. Introduce the three Brain States and show how to optimise them.
3. Show how to optimise downtime to re-charge your brain.
4. Show how to reduce distractions, and how to refocus attention when
you do become distracted.
5. Show how to CREATE YOUR OWN DAILY PRODUCTIVITY
PLANS – we call them Will Power Stories.

How to boost Well-being and Resilience: Simple
and practical knowledge and skills to help you
reduce stress and be at your best more often

How to help your Team Thrive: Simple and practical
knowledge and skills to help you become an even
better leader

This session covers the following areas:
1. Understand why the A.P.E. Brain® can make us waste time paying attention
to unhelpful thoughts.

This session covers the following areas:
1. Introduction to the five ‘Team Power’ factors that underpin
high-performing teams.

2. Show what happens in your brain during the neurobiological ‘stress response’.

2. Introduction to the Transformational Leadership framework.

3. Show simple and practical skills to help re-focus attention and successfully
manage stress.

3. Show simple and practical Transformational Leadership skills.

4. Help people to spend less time dwelling on unhelpful thoughts.

4. Help people to analyse their helpful and unhelpful leadership
habits using our proprietary self-knowledge tests.

5. Show how to CREATE A HELPFUL HABIT BUILDING PLAN to improve
well-being and resilience.

5. Show people how to BUILD NEW LEADERSHIP HABITS and
CREATE EVEN MORE POWERFUL TEAM.

How to build better Sleep, Diet and Exercise habits: Simple and
practical knowledge and skills to help you make sustainable
improvements to the foundations of health and happiness

Create a bespoke Tougher Minds Workshop

This session covers the following areas:
1. How habits work.

Contact us (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) and we will work with
you to create a bespoke workshop that makes it easier for your
people and organisation to succeed and thrive.

2. Help people to analyse their helpful and unhelpful habits.

If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk

3. Introduce the ‘Change Factors’ and show how to use
them to build better habits.
4. Show the importance of diet, exercise and sleep for a
healthy brain.
5. Show how to use the 7 DAY DIET, EXERCISE AND SLEEP
IMPROVEMENT PLAN.
24
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Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts

You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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Tougher Minds
Keynotes &
Webinars

“At our last meeting Dr. Jon delivered 2 x 2hr
sessions of cutting edge and highly relevant
material in what honestly felt like 30 minutes.
The magic of Dr. Jon’s material is that it
is simple and instantly applicable in both
business and personal settings. You will not
be disappointed if you decide to work with
Dr. Jon.”
- Michael Scully, Co-Founder at Britevox
– Direct Marketing Specialists
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Tougher Minds® Keynotes

Our cutting-edge, high-impact and entertaining keynotes provide simple and
practical insights that your people can put into action to make it easier for them to
succeed and thrive. Our keynotes are always bespoke for your organisation.
Here is a list of the broad topics we cover: Well-being, Resilience, The Brain,
Building Better Habits, Sleep, Diet and Exercise, Stress Management,
Confidence, Motivation, Productivity, Leadership, Successful Teams, Change
Management.
Contact us (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) so that we can create the perfect
keynote for your people.

Here are some example Tougher Minds Keynotes. We will always
work with you to create a bespoke Keynote for your people.
Me Power®: Learn how insights from neuroscience
can improve your well-being and help you thrive in
a challenging world
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand why the A.P.E. Brain can make 21st century life difficult.
2. Show why making small daily adjustments is essential for your well-being
and happiness.
3. Show simple and practical skills to help you succeed in all areas of your life.

Learn how to be Resilient:
Three simple skills to help you bounce back
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand your brain and the science behind resilience.
2. Show simple and practical skills you can use to be resilient.
3. How to create a personalised Resilience plan.

Learn three simple Stress Reduction Skills
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand what happens in your brain when you become stressed.
2. Show simple and practical skills you can use to reverse the
stress response.
3. How to create a personalised stress reduction plan.

Learn three simple Productivity Boosting Skills
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Show why it is natural to procrastinate.
2. Show simple and practical skills you can use to improve productivity.
3. How to create a personalised productivity plan.

Five steps to build a Successful Team
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Show what great leaders do.
2. Introduce the five step Team Power model.
3. Create a Team Power improvement plan with your group.

Create a bespoke Tougher Minds Keynote
Contact us (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) and we will work with
you to create a bespoke keynote that makes it easier for your
people, teams and organisation to succeed and thrive.

Supercharge your Brain in three simple steps
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand why sleep, diet and exercise are important
for a healthy brain, well-being, happiness and performance.
2. Learn how to improve all three areas using our highly-effective
S.W.A.P.® Cycle.
3. How to create a personalised plan to improve your sleep, diet or
28
exercise.
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If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts

You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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Transformational
Leadership
Development &
People Manager
programmes
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“l got the most out of myself and my young
squad. We won the League!”
- Premier League Football Manager
“It improved my ability to inspire others, and
my leadership on and off the field.”
- Former England Rugby League Captain,
and treble-winner with both Bradford
Bulls and Leeds Rhinos
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Transformational Leadership
Development & People Manager
programmes
Our Transformational Leadership development and people manager programmes
move beyond scientific theories and teach simple and practical leadership skills.
This makes it easier for your leaders (current and future) to be their best more often,
helping others and your organisation to succeed and thrive.
Our unique leadership development and people manager programmes provide a
framework that helps leaders (current and future) to: 1) understand the scientific
principles that underpin what great leaders do to create powerful teams; 2)
analyse their own behaviour (using our proprietary Transformational Leadership
self-knowledge and habits tests) and reflect on their leadership strengthens and
weaknesses; 3) build new Transformational Leadership habits and become even
better Transformational Leaders; 4) develop the tools that allow them to continually
improve as a leader, helping others and the organisation succeed and thrive.

Here are some insights into how we help people to become
Transformational Leaders:
Team Power® Framework
Our scientifically grounded model makes it easier for leaders to build great
and successful teams. Your leaders/people managers will learn about the
five steps that all teams must take, to fulfil their potential.
1. Me Power® Conditioning – empower everyone to be at their best.
2. Community Base Camp – create big goals, a strategy and decide
your priorities.
3. Group Climbing Support – create daily habits that make achieving your
collective goals easier.
4. Campfire Discussion – coaching people and helping them to grow,
improve and deliver results.
5. Group Climbing Review – planning to collectively step-back, reflect and
adjust priorities accordingly - helping the team achieve their goals.

We can deliver our leadership development and people manager programmes
through multiple channels and methods, including: keynotes; workshops; coaching;
tools and resources (including the Leadership Performance Planner); online support.
Contact us now (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) for your FREE CONSULTATION. We
will work with you to create a bespoke leadership development and/or people
manager programme that helps your organisation achieve its goals.

“l got the most out of myself &
my young squad. We won the
League!”

Transformational Leadership part 1: Role Model
The Role Model is the first part of our Transformational Leadership
framework. Role Modelling is all about how you behave, being a good
person and purposefully working towards being at your best. We will help
your leaders and people managers to reflect on their strengths and
weaknesses, as a Role Model. This includes how well they look after
themselves, their ability to regulate their emotions and their ability to
optimise their own performance. Our insights and habit-building tools
will help your leaders/people managers to become even better Role
Models.

Premier League Football Manager
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Transformational Leadership part 2:
Cultural Architect
The Cultural Architect is the second part of our Transformational
Leadership framework. Great Cultural Architects establish purpose,
promote psychological safety, empower others to actively
commit to the team’s future vision, empower others to actively
commit to their roles and responsibilities within the vision,
and design systems that help their people to be their best and
improve. We will help your leaders/people managers to reflect on
their strengths and weaknesses as Cultural Architects and develop
new skills that make them even better Transformational Leaders.

Transformational Leadership part 3:
S.W.A.P.® Coach
The S.W.A.P.® Coach is the third part of our Transformational
Leadership framework. Great S.W.A.P.® Coaches are experts at
helping their people to build new helpful habits that allow them
to be healthier, happier and at their best more often. We will
help your leaders/people managers to reflect on their strengths and
weaknesses as a S.W.A.P.® Coaches and develop new skills that
make it even easier for them to help their people be at their best.

The ‘9 Action Factors Model’ for successful Behaviour Change
Why do people do what they do?
How can your Transformational Leaders use insights from behavioural science to change
other people’s behaviour and help achieve organisational goals ?
Providing effective answers to the above questions is not easy. Most efforts to create change are
unsuccessful.
To help our clients achieve successful and sustainable change we have created our proprietary 9
Action Factors model. There are more than 200 rules that underpin the model. They make it easier
for your Transformational Leaders and organisation to activate all 9 Action Factors. This means
we help our clients, and their Transformational Leaders, create the desired changes in their
peoples’ behaviour and achieve organisational goals.

Transformational Leadership part 4:
Action Communicator
The Action Communicator is the fourth part of our Transformational
Leadership framework. The essence of being a great Action
Communicator is that people take positive action because of
what you say. Action Communicators also build psychological
safety, share vulnerability and verbally reinforce the shared
future vision and priorities. We will help your leaders/people
managers to reflect on their strengths and weaknesses as Action
Communicators and develop new skills that make it even easier
for them to communicate with their people in a way that helps
the team to succeed.
34

Here is an overview of the 9 core areas: 1) Mindset; 2) Habit Factor; 3) Brain State Optimisation;
4) Personal Motivation; 5) Personal Knowledge and Skills; 6) Community Knowledge and
Skills; 7) Social Influence; 8) Rewards and Penalties; 9) Environmental and Digital External
Triggers.

If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts

You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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One-to-one
Habit Building
Coaching for life
and work

“I am more productive, I do more high
quality work and I manage stress much
better.”
- Fund Manager, Major Asset
Management Company

“It’s a great mental and physical discipline to
help you in your daily life, whether you’re a
parent, a manager or an employee.”
– CEO of a global IT company
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Resilience, Performance and
Leadership Coaching for business
success
We use the best science to help your people build more helpful habits so
they can help your organisation achieve its goals.

Step Three - Create a habit programme to secure
your new habits
We help your people to build new helpful habits, using our proprietary
insights and tools. These include our S.W.A.P.® Cycle, T.R.A.I.T.®
Habit model, 9 Action Factors (learn more below) system and
Performance Planner. This makes it easier for your people to fulfil
their professional potential, and your organisation to succeed and
thrive.

Here is an overview of the process we use to help your
people fulfil their professional potential, making it easier for
your organisation to achieve its goals:
Step One - Identify your Vital Habits
STEP ONE: First we help people to understand how their brain
works. Then we use our proprietary self-knowledge tools to help
them analyse their current habits, and identify the unhelpful
thinking and behaviours that are stopping them fulfilling their
professional potential. The types of habits (vital habits) people
typically need to strengthen and improve to be at their best more
often are connected to the following: improving diet, exercise and
sleep for better brain performance; better stress management;
spending less time thinking unhelpful thoughts; performing
well under pressure; being productive to drive creativity and
innovation; building and maintaining robust levels of confidence;
better Transformational Leadership for improved individual and
team performance.

Step Two - Learn the knowledge & skills to build
your Vital Habits
We will work with your people to help them acquire the knowledge
and skills they need to build and strengthen their vital habits. We
use Tougher Minds proprietary insights to teach your people simple
and practical skills to build new resilience, performance and
leadership habits.

The ‘9 Action Factors Model’ for successful Behaviour
Change
Why do people do what they do?
How can we use insights from science to change our behaviour?
Providing effective answers to the above questions is not easy. Most
efforts to create change are unsuccessful.
To help our clients achieve successful and sustainable change we have
created our proprietary 9 Action Factors model. There are more than
200 rules that underpin the model. They make it easier for your people
to activate all 9 Action Factors and build sustainable new habits. This
means we help your people create the desired changes to their own
behaviour, making it easier for your organisation to achieve its goals.
Here is an overview of the 9 core areas: 1) Mindset; 2) Habit Factor;
3) Brain State Optimisation; 4) Personal Motivation; 5) Personal
Knowledge and Skills; 6) Community Knowledge and Skills; 7) Social
Influence; 8) Rewards and Penalties; 9) Environmental and Digital
External Triggers.

If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts
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You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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We will help your
people to build
new habits by
guiding them
through our
simple
three step
coaching cycle:
40
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1

Learn (more) about how your
brain works. Use our proprietary
self-knowledge tools to analyse
your current habits, and identify
the unhelpful thinking and
behaviours that are stopping you
fulfilling your potential.

3
Build new helpful habits, using
our proprietary insights and
tools. Including our S.W.A.P.®
Cycle, T.R.A.I.T.® Habit model,
9 Action Factors system and
Performance Planner.

2
Use Tougher Minds insights
to learn the knowledge and
skills that will allow you to
build your new resilience,
performance and leadership
habits.
41

Bespoke
Resilience
Programmes
for Successful
Change

“After receiving fantastic feedback we
introduced a global Tougher Minds
programme which was accessible to
employees at all levels.
The benefits have been clear, a more
mindful, positive, resilient group of
employees! I would not hesitate to
recommend Jon and the Tougher Minds
programmes.”
- Head of Learning and Development,
Global Investment Fund Managers

42
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Bespoke Resilience Programmes for
Successful Change

Do you want to help your people to be resilient, so that they can help your
organisation to succeed and thrive during the challenges of organisational
change? We can help. We use insights from neuroscience, behavioural science,
psychology and our proprietary 9 Action Factors change model to create bespoke
change and resilience programmes that allow our clients to achieve their goals.
Contact us now (contact@tougherminds.co.uk) for your FREE CONSULTATION.

Step Three - Create a habit programme to secure
your new habits
We will use our proprietary 9 Action Factors change model, and the
200-plus behaviour change rules that power it, to create a bespoke
habit building programme. This will make it easier for your people
to build sustainable new habits, and your organisation to change
successfully and thrive.
We use multiple delivery methods to reach everyone in an
organisation, including: keynotes; workshops; coaching; tools and
resources (including the Performance Planner); online support.

Here are some insights into how we help our clients create
the desired changes in their peoples’ behaviour and achieve
organisational goals:
Step One - Identify your Vital Habits
We will work with you to identify the vital habits your people will
need to strengthen and develop in order to make your organisational
change a success. The types of habits people typically need to
strengthen and improve in order to succeed during organisational
change are connected to the following: improving diet, exercise
and sleep for better brain performance; better stress
management; spending less time thinking unhelpful thoughts;
better performance under pressure; improved productivity to
drive creativity and innovation; building and maintaining robust
levels of confidence; better Transformational Leadership for
improved individual and team performance.

Step Two - Learn the knowledge & skills to build
your Vital Habits
We will work with you to help your people acquire the knowledge
and skills they will need to build and strengthen these vital
habits.

The ‘9 Action Factors Model’ for successful
Behaviour Change
Why do people do what they do?
How can we use insights from science to change our behaviour?
Providing effective answers to the above questions is not easy.
Most efforts to create change are unsuccessful.
To help our clients achieve successful and sustainable change we
have created our proprietary 9 Action Factors model. There are more
than 200 rules that underpin the model. They make it easier for your
organisation to activate all 9 Action Factors. This means we help our
clients create the desired changes in their peoples’ behaviour and
achieve organisational goals.
Here is an overview of the 9 core areas: 1) Mindset; 2) Habit Factor;
3) Brain State Optimisation; 4) Personal Motivation; 5) Personal
Knowledge and Skills; 6) Community Knowledge and Skills; 7)
Social Influence; 8) Rewards and Penalties; 9) Environmental and
Digital External Triggers.

If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts
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You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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Team Power
programmes:
create
high-performing
teams
®

“During times of business challenge and
economic stretch, Jon worked closely with
our businesses to understand how he and
his team could apply some simple but highly
effective learning interventions to allow our
people to challenge their way of life. The
Tougher Minds sessions that we ran for our
Financial Services division were gratefully
received by all with visible outputs as soon
as colleagues left the room. I would highly
recommend Dr. Jon Finn and his team to
anyone wishing to challenge work ethics,
performance and wellbeing.”
- Senior Learning & Leadership
Development Partner, Mercedes-Benz
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Team Power® programmes
Our Team Power® programmes make it easier for your teams to succeed and achieve organisational
goals. Our science-based model shows the five steps that all teams must take, to fulfil their
potential: 1. Me Power® Conditioning – empower everyone to be at their best; 2. Community
Base Camp – create big goals, a strategy and decide your priorities; 3. Group Climbing Support
– create daily habits that make achieving your collective goals easier; 4. Campfire Discussion –
coaching people and helping them to grow, improve and deliver results; 5. Group Climbing Review
– planning to collectively step-back, reflect and adjust priorities accordingly – helping the team
achieve their goals. Your teams will learn how to practically implement each of these steps.
Our Team Power® programmes are always bespoke. Typically they consist of five core group
sessions, one-to-one coaching and habit building tools. Courses typically run over consecutive
weeks to help people to secure new habits. Contact us now for your FREE CONSULTATION.

Here is an overview of the five core group sessions:
Session 1: How to help your team thrive
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand why the A.P.E. Brain® can make 21st century life
difficult.
2. Understand how to use Will Power to beat the A.P.E. Brain and
build new habits.
3. Introduce the Team Power® model.
4. Analyse your Team’s ‘Team Power’ habits.
5. How to analyse helpful and unhelpful personal habits.

Session 3: How to Manage Stress
and Build Confidence
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand the neurobiological causes of stress.
2. Learn simple and practical stress management skills.
3. Understand the science of confidence.
4. Learn simple and practical confidence building skills.
5. Create a personal stress management or confidence building
plan.

Session 4: How to improve Productivity
and get more done in less time
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Show why the A.P.E. Brain® can make productivity challenging.
2. Introduce the three Brain States and show how to optimise them.
3. Show how to optimise downtime to re-charge your brain’s
battery.
4. Show how to reduce distractions, and how to refocus attention
when you do become distracted.
5. Create a personal productivity boosting plan.

Session 5: Learn how to be a
Transformational Leader
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Introduction to the Transformational Leadership framework.
2. Show simple and practical Transformational Leadership skills.
3. Help people to analyse their helpful and unhelpful leadership
habits using our proprietary self-knowledge tests.
4. Create a personal leadership improvement plan.
5. Review everyone’s ‘Team Power’ habits and create an
improvement plan.

Session 2: Boost Motivation and
Build Better Sleep, Diet & Exercise Habits
The session will cover the following areas:
1. Understand the importance of motivation for change.
2. Learn to structure goals to improve motivation.
3. Understand how to build new habits.
4. Understand the importance of sleep, diet and exercise
for personal and team success.
5. Create a personal sleep, diet and exercise habit building plan.
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If you would like to find out more about our
programmes, please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts

You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk
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The benefits people report
from Tougher Minds
programmes...
®

“I say less unhelpful things to myself,
which saves me time because I spend
less time dwelling on the negatives.”

“I am more confident,
which helps me to be my
best at home and work.”

“I feel less stressed because I have
simple skills to re-focus my thinking.”
“I eat healthier food that helps
my brain to function properly.
I feel better, and it is easier
to think clearly and cleverly.”

“I use exercise to help me
recharge so that I can be
more efficient and effective.”

“I interact with my partner and children
in a more helpful way, and feel like I
have become a better parent.”
“I have improved my
sleep, and feel better
in the mornings.”

“I do more clever
work, not just
busy work.”

“I have become a better role
model for my direct reports.”

“I use focused breathing
to rechange, and refocus my attention.”

“I deal with stress better and am less
distracted by negative thoughts.”

“I have learned to
perform better when
the pressure is on.”
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“I get distracted
less easily, and
get more work
done as a result.”

“I understand
how to lead
my team more
effectively.”
“Our team is
more effective,
and getting
better results.”

“I collaborate more
with colleagues, and
we are performing
better as a team.”
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If you would like to find out more
about how we can help you,
please contact us via our website:
www.tougherminds.co.uk
You can email us on:
contact@tougherminds.co.uk

Resilience, Performance,
Transformational Leadership
& Change experts
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